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Mention Premier Genetics Sale for Negotiated Rate.

Terms and Conditions:
Terms: Terms of the sale are cash or bankable check, unless prior arrangements have been made. All settlements are to be made with the clerks of the sale immediately following the conclusion of the sale.

Bidding: Each animal offered for sale will be sold to the highest bidder. The auctioneer will settle any and all disputes as to bids and his decision on such matters shall be final. Any announcements made from the auction block shall take precedence over any printed material in the book or supplemental sheets furnished on sale day. All animals in the sale will become the immediate property of the buyer once they are sold.

Rights and Obligations: In the event of default in any part of the terms and conditions concerning the sale by either the buyer or the seller, it shall be the responsibility of the buyer or seller to instigate any action necessary to bring about a fair settlement of any claims arising from this sale and to be responsible for any and all costs involved therein. The sale management assumes no responsibility, legal or otherwise, for the failure of either the seller or buyer to fulfill their obligations. All persons who attend the sale and related functions do so at their own risk. Neither the sale manager nor any other person connected with the sale or show assumes any liability, legal, or otherwise.
Welcome to the Inaugural Premier Genetics Sale. It is with excitement that we invite your attendance to Mason, Michigan for this multi breed sale; Created by fellow breeders, with the desire to offer a market place for all facets of the beef cattle industry. This includes seedstock producers, commercial cattleman, and even juniors looking for their next show heifer prospect.

The sale offering, brought to you by the families and breeders, of the Premier Genetic Sale; is straight from the heart of their herds and their respective programs. This features the progeny and service of some of the most popular and proven sires across the beef cattle spectrum, and genetics backed by strong maternal traits and cow families. This includes club calf and registered Hereford, Angus, and Simmental genetics.

The beef cattle industry is at an all time high. The demand for quality genetics is not only strong but as important as ever. The heart of this sale features a fancy set of bred heifers, that are being presented in pens of 2 and 3. We feel these females are good enough to compliment, be replacement females or new additions for most anyones herd. The female offering also includes a super set of junior show heifer prospects; that we feel will be competitive in the show ring and be positive and productive cows in production. Complementing the female offering is a stout set of breeding age bulls. These bulls are right for the times, ideal for today’s standards, and will add value to your calf crop.

Whether you are looking for your next herd sire or wanting females to increase or replace your cow herd numbers or looking for that next show heifer for your children; We encourage your attendance and inspection of these consignments from wonderful, hard working families.

If we at Lowderman Auction Options can be of any assistance, feel free to contact Cody or Monte, at the numbers listed below.

We look forward to seeing you at the sale.

Monte W. Lowderman
Auctioneer, CAI.
(309) 255-0110

Cody S. Lowderman
Auctioneer
(309) 313-2171

Schedule of Events:
– Friday, Feb. 27 –
12 noon.Cattle Available for Viewing
2:00 p.m.................Kent Feed Tour
3:00 p.m.................Beefalo Show
6:00 p.m...Herdsmen’s Get Together

– Saturday, Feb. 28 –
11:00-12:00 noon ...........Buyers Meal

12 Noon Sale
2:00 p.m. ......Check in Junior Cattle
in Hoop Barn
5:00 p.m. ............Showmanship Starts

– Sunday, March 1 –
8:00 a.m. ............Premier Showdown
Junior Show
Consignors:

Barnett Farm  
Megan Barnett  
Stockbridge, MI  
517-719-0701

Behnke's Herefords  
Chris Behnke  
Wallace, MI  
715-587-7172

Bramscheider Hereford Farm  
Paul Bramscheider  
Memomine, MI  
906-290-1385

Brink Show Cattle  
Todd Brink  
Caledonia, MI  
616-284-7292

James Brown  
Conklin, MI  
616-826-4986

Clay Knoll Farm  
Duane & Gary Simpkins  
 Gladwin, MI  
989-426-8131 – 989-426-8185

Cornerstone Family Farm  
Paul Auten  
Decker, MI  
810-404-9409

Delong Cattle Co.  
Bob Delong  
Cass City, MI  
989-551-4712

Double D Simmentals  
Dave Cook  
Jackson, MI  
517-812-1013

Fitzner Farms  
Steve Fitzner  
Wolverine, MI  
616-340-7171

Hickory Lane Farm  
Nick Farris  
Ionia, MI  
616-902-0084

High Point Genetics  
Andy Morren  
Hesperia, MI  
616-836-8456

Holley Land & Livestock  
Lynn & Karen Holley  
Gibsonburg, OH  
419-637-2236

Home Run Country  
Bremen, IN  
Gale Laudeman  
574-298-6474

Kittendorf Cattle Co.  
Ken Kittendorf  
Williamston, MI  
517-242-6918

Klink Farm  
Kevin & Abby Klink  
Garden, MI  
906-644-7140

Kris Kreh  
Hemlock, MI  
989-430-8170

KVO Chiangus  
Loren & Kristina VanOrder  
Hamilton, MI  
616-886-6040  
269-751-5527

Lakeside Shorthorns  
Sue McLachlan  
Hersey, MI  
517-281-3248

Laudeman Farms  
Bremen, IN  
Gale Laudeman  
574-298-6474

Amanda Liffiton  
Wapakoneta, OH  
419-303-3316

MCC Show Cattle  
Terry Muir  
Waynesfield, OH  
419-231-0738

Parks Show Cattle  
Dave Parks  
Metamora, MI  
248-765-7844

Pleasant View Farm  
Phil Hutchison  
Onondaqa, MI  
517-937-6275

RB Farm  
Russ Barkow  
Conklin, MI  
616-581-0333

Rothmourne Charolais  
Brian Ingram  
Port Hope, MI  
989-553-1091

Slavik Show Cattle  
Bryce Slavik  
Lansing, MI  
517-899-1788

Smith Cattle Co.  
Spencer Smith  
Bad Axe, MI  
419-310-7479

Thelen Farm  
Ron & Logan Thelen  
Portland, MI  
517-647-6619

TJ Angus  
Tammy Frankovick  
Rapid River, MI  
906-630-9784

Woodland Farms  
David Baumeister  
Deckerville, MI  
810-837-1135
Liberty will bring you a showy finish to your herd by having a straight top line and big boned. She has had two calves on our farm with great calving ease; never had to assist her. She was AI’d to BPF Classic on 5-14-14, making a calf due 3-3-15. However, she was also exposed to our herd bull from -8-14 to 8-30-14, who was an Irish Whiskey son and the 2014 Grand Champion Maine Anjou Bull at the Michigan State Beef Expo. We will have a vet pregnancy check her to confirm her due date and we will update you at the sale.

CONSIGNOR: Barnett Farm

Bailey will improve your herd with height and solid structure with great genetics to back her up. She was AI’d to Pillow Talk on 5-4-14, making a calf due on 3-3-15. However, she was also exposed to our herd bull from 6-8-14 to 8-30-14, who was an Irish Whiskey son and the 2014 Grand Champion Maine Anjou Bull at Michigan State Beef Expo. We will have a vet pregnancy check her to confirm her due date and we will update you at the sale.

CONSIGNOR: Barnett Farm

Here is a deep sided heavy muscled female with some chrome. Her mother milks extremely well and is out of Total Solution. If I didn’t have so many heifers last year she would not be for sale.

CONSIGNOR: Brink Show Cattle
LOT 2B
MISS MACHO 14B COW
SimGenetics Reg # 2904887 March 4, 2014
Meyer Ranch 734
3 Macho M450BZ
3C Crocus H112 B
14
This one is soft made and has that great cowy look. She is one I should probably keep as a replacement but I can’t keep them all.
CONSIGNOR: Brink Show Cattle

LOT 3A
JFK BOSS LADY COW
Maintainer Reg # 432856 March 29, 2012
Cowan’s Ali 4M
GOET I80
BPF Miley 80T
JFK Diamond Girl
JFK Ms Chill
Soggy and stout with lots of hair. Her first calf was a Jesse James bull that we sold for $2500 and will be a great fat steer come July. She milks well and her mating to Frisky Whiskey should be another good one. AI bred on 6-28-14 to Frisky Whiskey. Cleaned up with Ruby's Wide Open son 7-5-14 to 8-10-14. Vet checked to close to call.
CONSIGNOR: Brink Show Cattle

LOT 3B
COMMERCIAL COW
Commercial March 20, 2013
Two Tone
Meyer 550
Very soft made maternal female with lots of chrome. Her mother is a power house of a cow who has a good one year after year. This one will be a steer maker or heifer maker, you decide. AI bred on 6-9-14 to Jesse James. Cleaned up with Ruby’s Wide Open son 7-5-14 to 8-10-14. Vet checked to AI date.
CONSIGNOR: Brink Show Cattle
**LOT 4A**

**CORNERSTONE BEBE 3253 COW**  
Chi Reg # Pending March 25, 2013  
BHCS Heat Seeker  
Wave Runner FAWL MA X AN X CA  
Commercial Dam  
They don't get any prettier than her and she's been shown before. She will make a great cow that you can have lots of fun with! Due 4-1-15 to Uno Mas, sexed female.  
**CONSIGNOR:** Cornerstone Family Farm

**LOT 4B**

**CORNERSTONE 103 COW**  
Commercial January 13, 2013  
Meyer 734  
Commercial Angus Dam  
Here is a bred that is deep bodied, thick made and sound structured. What a tank! Bred her clubby and enjoy! Pasture exposed 8-1-14 to 9-1-14 to a Max-Maximus x OCC Anchor Son.  
**CONSIGNOR:** Cornerstone Family Farm

**LOT 5A**

**CORNERSTONE 4293 COW**  
Commercial April 29, 2013  
Meyer 734  
4010 Warrant  
This is a big bodied, well made balyd bred heifer. She is carrying a half blood Simmental sired by Uno Mas- One of the hottest Simmental bulls! Due 5-1-15 to Uno Mas, sexed female.  
**CONSIGNOR:** Cornerstone Family Farm
Hereford Cow
This Meyer 734 granddaughter is massively made and cool colored. She is bred to Uno Mas - sexed female, due 5-1-2015.

**CONSIGNOR:** Cornerstone Family Farm

---

Simmental

**JDCC NADIA 211A**

**Reg # Pending**

February 11, 2013

**Heat Wave**

**Monopoly**

**WTF Ruth Medina**

**Imprint 1H**

**RC Meant To Be**

**DBS Valentine 805**

Here is a Monopoly bred out of Nadia who is a Purebred Simmental. Her sisters have sold for up to $20,000! This heifer is just coming into herself. The Built Right heifer she is carrying should be a baldy and will be a 3/4 Simmental. WOW!

**CONSIGNOR:** DeLong Cattle Company

---

Angus

**TA SUPREME LADY 338**

**Reg # AAA 17555296**

February 19, 2013

**SITZ Upward 307R**

**TA Upward 117**

**Garret’s Forever Lady**

**SITZ Tradition RLS**

**DF Supreme Lady 8141**

**DF Supreme Lady**

This is a clean fronted really complete Purebred Angus that has been shown. She has lots of body and plenty of muscle shape and power. She offers lots of breeding potential. Pasture exposed OHL Cougar. Breeding information available sale day.

**CONSIGNOR:** Smith Cattle Company
LOT 7A

JDCC I-80 227A  
Mainetainer  Reg # Pending  February 27, 2013  
Cowan’s Ali 4M
GOET I80  
BPF Miley 80T  
All Aboard
Annabelle  
PB Charlois
Here is a smokey Mainetainer that is nice fronted, smooth shouldered and big ribbed. She’ll make a good cow. She will have great calves no matter what way you breed her. Just imagine a smokey club calf out of her. Due 3-1-15 to Built Right, sexed female.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

LOT 7B

JDCC I-80 223A  
Mainetainer  Reg # Pending  February 23, 2013  
Cowan’s Ali 4M
GOET I80  
BPF Miley 80T  
HCC Cash
Really nice profiling bred that has all the parts to make some super nice show heifers! This calf could be the start to a baldy half blood Simmental. Have fun! Due 3-6-15 to Grizzly, sexed female.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

LOT 8A

HRC MISS MARTY  
Hereford  Reg # P34350519  March 28, 2012  
CS Boomer 29F  
SRF Deal or No Deal  
MSU BR Markette  
H/T Crossfire  
SFR Miss Mary  
WH Miss Kodiak
Great pedigree on both sides of this cow! Sired by the NAILE National Champion SFR Deal or No Deal. This cow has the genetics to take your herd to a new level. AI bred to Bailout on 7-18-14.

CONSIGNOR: Home Run Country
**LOT 8B**

**SRF MISS MARY**  
Hereford  
Reg # P43066601  
April 15, 2009  

DB Grand Slam  
H/T Crossfire  
H/T Heart Breaker  
WH Mr Kodiak  
WH Miss Kodiak 724  
WH Special Lady  

Moderate framed cow with lots of correctness and volume. She will be an asset to any herd. This cow is bred to Star Lake’s outstanding bull, Star TF Lock N Load 300W 35.

**CONSIGNOR:** Home Run Country

---

**LOT 9A**

**KJB MISS SUPERSTAR**  
Hereford  
Reg # Pending  
May 1, 2014  

GO Excel L18  
GO Abe T32  
GO Ms Starman  
Remitall Online  
KJB Mis 122L Hallmark  
RB Miss Hallmark  

KJB Miss Super Star 414 is a very stout, soft-ribbed heifer that blends the best of horned and polled genetics. Her sire, GO Abe T32, is an outcross sire by Oshner’s popular L18 and has seen heavy use as part of the ABS bull battery. Her dam is a combination of many of the heaviest used sires at MSU: Titleist 2T, Online and Hallmark. This broody, big-footed female would work well in any cow herd.

**CONSIGNOR:** James Brown

---

**LOT 9B**

**RB NATHA 719T 214**  
Hereford  
Reg # Pending  
March 24, 2014  

TH Victor T32  
MSU BR Hallmark  
RB Miss Hallmark 102M  
MSU Misty 17H  

RB Natha 719T 214 is a very long-bodied, long-fronted female that packs impressive performance in a feminine package. Her sire, Victor 719T, has been a very popular AI sire for his mix of calving ease and practicability. Her mother was a very successful show heifer and claims Hallmark, Stockmaster 512 and Bond in her pedigree. Great cow prospect here!

**CONSIGNOR:** RB Farms
LOT 10A

COW
July 10, 2014

Thor
GVC Suh
Kadabra Cow
Hired Man
Commercial Chi Cow
Who Made Who Cow
CONSIGNOR: Ron Thelen

LOT 10B

COW
March 30, 2014

Maximus
I Am Legend
Commercial Angus Cow
CONSIGNOR: Ron Thelen

Michigan Beefalo Breeders Association
www.michigan-beefalo.com

Events

JANUARY 24, 2015
Northern-Michigan-Small-Farm-Conference
GRAND TRAVERSE RESORT ACME, MI

FEBRUARY 27 2015
Premier Genetics All Breed Sale
Ingham County Fairgrounds Mason, MI
(Beefalo Show Only) 3:00 p.m.
Meet Beefalo Breeders, See Beefalo Stock.

MARCH 6-7 2014
Kentucky Farm Bureau Beef Expo
@ Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center Louisville, KY
Show Friday 2:30 pm Sale Saturday 9:30 am
LOT 11A

**Commercial**

**COW**

**JDCC Foundation**

**Bi Vortec’s Image**

**H&H Vortec’s Opportunity**

**H&H Ms Opportunity**

These two broody black heifers won’t disappoint! Both being sired by a JF Foundation x Lut bull produced by DeLong Cattle Company and by purebred shorthorn dams. They are truly from the heart of the herd. A real investment opportunity here!

CONSIGNOR: Woodland Farms

LOT 11B

**Commercial**

**COW**

**JDCC Foundation**

**Hogle Farms Sonny**

**H&H Gizzie Girl S58**

**H&H Gizzie**

These two broody black heifers won’t disappoint! Both being sired by a JF Foundation x Lut bull produced by DeLong Cattle Company and by purebred shorthorn dams. They are truly from the heart of the herd. A real investment opportunity here!

CONSIGNOR: Woodland Farms

LOT 12A

**JDCC HEAT WAVE 43Z**

**COW**

**Chi**

**Reg # Pending**

**April 3, 2012**

**BCHS Heat Seeker**

**Heat Wave**

**FAWL MA x AN x CA**

**Strictly Business**

**Dam #64**

This is a 3 yr old who is massive and good looking! She will make you look twice. This cow will make you money with this next calf sired by High Regard, a half blood Simmental. Enjoy! Due 3-31-15 to High Regard.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company
LOT 12B

JDCC HEAT WAVE 228Z COW
Chi Reg # Pending February 28, 2012
Heat Wave
BCHS Heat Seeker
FAWL MA x AN x CA
Dam #605 Charlois
Racheal Rodzos’s show heifer. She is massive in her muscle shape, huge boned, and big footed. She did a great job raising her Upgrade heifer this year! She is bred to have another great calf this year. This one is really good! Due 3-29-15 to Upgrade.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

LOT 12C

JDCC ALL ABOARD 310Y COW
Chi Reg # Pending March 10, 2011
Heat Wave
Stockridge All Aboard
W T F Ruth Medina
Jamie (Purebred Charlois)
I am in trouble with my whole family for selling this cow. She is really good in every way and super tame. She’s TH and PHA free by pedigrees and bred to the great HCC 209 bull. Most people would call her a donor. I would just call her good. Have fun! Due 3-9-15 to HCC 209.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

LOT 13A

JDCC WITCH DOCTOR 44A COW
Maine Reg # Pending April 4, 2013
Witch Doctor
Power Plant
LLND Ashley
HCC 209
Commercial Cow
Wow! Can’t find one anymore complete than this bred. She has big time muscle and capacity. I don’t believe heifers should be donors but this one sure could be! Take her home and let her make you money! Due 3-15-15 to Built Right, sexed female.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company
Here is a bred that is out of a commercial Angus cow and the I-80 bull. She is really balanced, good footed, and has excellent structure. She is due to an Angus calving ease bull, Coldwar, who some of DeLong Cattle Company’s best cows are sired by. Due 3-27-15 to Coldwar.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

This bred is really balanced, great fronted, and super sound. She is out of a great cow and bred for a half blood Simmental. She would be a great cow for your front pasture! Due 5-7-15 to Built Right.

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

This western cow has done us an excellent job, especially when mated to Heat Wave or Heat Wave sons. Her Naughty Pine steer sold for $9000 and was Reserve Grand Champion Steer at the Wyandot County Fair. She also raised the Reserve Champion Feeder Calf at the Erie County Fair. This proven donor is cool fronted, heavy milking, hairy, deep bodied, square hipped, with extra width and thick. AI’d on 7-22-14 to Believe In Me. Turned in 8-1 to 10-19 with Holley’s Walks (Walks Alone/ Habanero/Sugar Ray/SM/AN). Palpated safe in calf.

CONSIGNOR: Holley Land & Livestock
LOT 14B

HOLLEYS 502

Commercial

COW

2005

Heat Wave

BCHS Heat Seeker

FAWL MA x AN x CA

Ice Pick

Commercial Cow

This own daughter of Heat Wave really cranks out the baldie steers when bred Simmental. Her Sim/Genetics steers have averaged $5000. Her solid black I-80 heifer sold for $4000. This money maker is long fronted, super hairy, huge topped and stout. AI'd on 7-21 to Daddy's Money. Turned in 8-1 to 10-19 with Holley's Walks. Palpated safe in calf.

CONSIGNOR: Holley Land & Livestock

LOT 14C

CAMP MADISON P3

Simmental

Reg #2251239

March 27, 2004

Nichols Legacy G151

CNS Dream On L186

CNS Sheeza Dream

Ellingson Blackperfector

CCR Madison 203M

CCR Ms Tophard 971D

Madison is a black, polled, purebred Simmental with a stellar pedigree and an excellent set of EPD's. Originating from the Helen Sills herd, she is quite, hairy, straight in her lines, very complete & correct with an excellent udder. Her 2013 Upgrade heifer sold to the Fiehman Family Simmentals for $3000. AI'd on 7-21 to Combustible. Turned in 8-1 to 10-19 with Holley's Walks. Palpated safe in calf.

CONSIGNOR: Holley Land & Livestock

LOT 15A

LAKESIDE/NKC SPECS 407

Shorthorn

Reg # 4210097

April 17, 2014

GFS Red Cloud

AT&T Captain Obvious

DRC 244MU

Lakeside Ripper

Matlock LSR Specs 20Z

Prospect Hill Specs

Here is the total Maternal British Sow Cow Starter Kit of 2015, take one or sweep the ring! The girls are “low to the ground and roomy in all the right places”. Tons of longevity stacked deep in the pedigrees with Captain Obvious multiple times. This pen averaged 73.3 actual lbs at birth and arrived unassisted and out of first calf heifers. Visit www.lakesidecattle.com to see photos and video. Two of the three heifers are offered with Nathan and Kayla Cunningham, Palmyra, MO. CHV, BVD free. Pelvic measures available sale time.

CONSIGNOR: Lakeside Farms and Nathan & Kayla Cunningham
Here is the total Maternal British Sow Cow Starter Kit of 2015, take one or sweep the ring! The girls are "low to the ground and roomy in all the right places". Tons of longevity stacked deep in the pedigrees with Captain Obvious multiple times. This pen averaged 73.3 actual lbs at birth and arrived unassisted and out of first calf heifers. Visit www.lakesidecattle.com to see photos and video. Two of the three heifers are offered with Nathan and Kayla Cunningham, Palmyra, MO, CHV, BVD free. Pelvic measures available sale time.

CONSIGNOR: Lakeside Farms and Nathan & Kayla Cunningham
LOT 16A

LT BALLERINA 3423 PLD COW
Charolais  Reg # F1166741  May 4, 2013
Sparrows Durango
Winn Mans Lanza 610S
Winn Man Merit
LT Wyoming Wind
LT Ballerina 3099 PLD
LT Ballerina 0013

A really good looking bred that is going to make you money when she has her calf out of L.T. Ledger. He is the hottest Charolais bull on the planet. Bred 6-19-14 to L.T. Ledger.

CONSIGNOR: Rathmourne Charolais

LOT 16B

LT LINDSEY 3375 PLD COW
Charolais  Reg # F1166737  April 7, 2013
Sparrows Durango
Winn Mans Lanza 610S
Winn Man Merit
LT Wyoming Wind
LT Lindsey 4228 PLD
LT Montana Maid

A bred that has all the pieces to make a really great cow. She is from a super cow family and she is bred to L.T. Ledger. She will make you a lot of money in the years to come! She is the daughter of the highly proven Canadian sire, Lanza. Her dam is sired by the AICA record registration sire, LT Wyoming Wind. Bred 6-2-14 to L.T. Ledger.

CONSIGNOR: Rathmourne Charolais
Lots of natural doing ability and practical, profitable traits are bred into this female. This 3 year old will make you money no matter which way you breed her. Her dam was our pick of the two-year-olds at Eaton Charolais in 2009. Bred 6-15-14 to L.T. Gold Blend.

CONSIGNOR: Rathmourne Charolais

A young son of Captain Obvious out of a Canadian bred mama. Sam is likely to turn a solid colored group into roans or blue roans. Excellent feet and legs, good natured young herd sire. Offered with Nathan & Kayla Cunningham, Palmyra, MO. Test BVD free.

CONSIGNOR: Lakeside Farms and Nathan & Kayla Cunningham

Private Treaty Club Calves and Maime-Anjou Cattle Available.

For Pusheta Creek Steaks:
Retail Beef Available to Ship Anywhere in the Continental United States.
pushetacreeksteaks.com

USHETA CREEK
Amanda Lilliton
17473 Pusheta Rd.
Wapakoneta, OH 45895
LOT 18

LAKESIDE CAPTAIN H2O 406 BULL
Shorthorn Plus  Reg # AR 60546  April 16, 2014
GFS Red Cloud
A&T Captain Obvious
HCC/CSC Beyonce
Lakeside Powerplay
Lakeside Red Lass
Bowden Lass
Solid Red, 3/4 Shorthorn, 1/4 Red Angus Composite Powerhouse Bull. Pictured at 8 months of age. Captain 406 ranks in the breeds top 25% for CE, top 10% WW and top 4% YW. He will give you model type replacements and heavy steers. Multidimensional genetics layered deep in this pedigree all created by stockmen. Our composite program started in 2007 and we have only used Registered Shorthorn and Red Angus to create cattle like Captain 406. 100% sells having retained interest in two of Captain 406’s maternal sisters. Visit our webpage to see his dam’s photo and “text book” quality udder www.lakesidecattle.com. Tested BVD Free.
CONSIGNOR: Lakeside Farms

LOT 19

BLACKRAIN HLF BULL
Simmental  Reg # Pending  March 27, 2014
Foundation 724N
K-ler Make In Rain
HCC/CSC Beyonce
Built Rite N48
Pups Ms Lookin Rite
Pups Ms Hard Core
Here is a black baldy bull that is good fronted and long bodied. He is a 3/4 Simmental. Tested TH and PHA free.
CONSIGNOR: Hickory Lane Farms

LOT 20

JDCC OPTIMUS PRIME 327B BULL
Simmental  Reg # Pending  March 27, 2014
SVF Steel Force
TJSC Optimus Prime 12W
SVF Sheza Beauty
DBE Blazin’ Glory 92W
This cool March Simmentual bull is really nice tempered and has a Macho baldy dam that’s one of DeLong Cattle Company’s best cows. This one will likely make a lot of good baldy cattle!
CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company
Hereford  Reg # 43501320  March 20, 2014
NPH 20X Spartan
BRH Big Time Spartan 002
BRH Ms Brandy
BRH Buster Brown
BRH Ms Kristina 329
MRH Ms Wrangler
He has plenty of style and thickness to be a good herd bull. His mother is one of my best milking cows with a perfect udder.

CONSIGNOR: Behnke’s Registered Herefords

Hereford  Reg # 43538398  March 14, 2014
HH Advance 3196N
GO 3196 Advance S109
GO Ms L18 Excel N89
Star SS Thunder
HCF Lucky Lady 3L
SSF Dynasty Gal 543
What a great pedigree this bull has... S109 on the sire side, and 32N on the dam side. This bull is correct, thick and has complete balance over all. He will be a great asset to anyone’s herd and breeding program.

CONSIGNOR: Lauderman Farm

Charolais  Reg # M 844540  March 11, 2014
LT Bluegrass
LT Ledger 0332
LT Brenda 6120
LT Silver Distance
LT Ava Jane 0046
LT Brenna 8006
Wow! Use him on purebreds or commercial cows and you’re going to enjoy his progeny. He is smooth fronted, super sound with lots of product, not to mention his genetics are outstanding! This is a bull that will change your whole breeding program!

CONSIGNOR: Rathmoure Charolais
LOT 24

**T J GRIDTOPPER 1405**  
**BULL**  
Angus  
Reg # AAA 17982402  
March 10, 2014  
TC Grid Topper  
Werner Gridtopper 2549  
BT Rachel 847P  
MSU Exacto 0110  
T J Isabella 335  
T J Rachel  
1405 is a moderate framed, deep ribbed bull that is stout made. His dam is 11 years old and has always been a top producer. He had a 68 lb birth weight and weaned off at 670 lbs.  
**CONSIGNOR: TJ Angus**

LOT 25

**THELEN BULL**  
**BULL**  
Maine  
Reg # Pending  
March 10, 2014  
Irish Whiskey  
Bubba O’Malley  
Heat Wave  
Commerical Angus Cow  
Angus Cow  
This bull moves well and will be able to cover a lot of cows.  
**CONSIGNOR: Logan’s Show Cattle**

LOT 26

**10B**  
**BULL**  
Simmental  
Reg # 2932854  
April 2, 2014  
SVF Steel Force  
ZKCC Chopper  
Ms Meyer 31S1  
Commerical Dam  
Great temperment, sound and functional. He will make money on whatever cows you put him on. He is a Chopper out of an Angus cow.  
**CONSIGNOR: Kittendorf Cattle Company**
We are very proud to offer this great young purebred Shorthorn bull for sale. It is not very often you come across such a tremendous breeding piece to add pounds, style and hair to your calf crop. With an actual birthweight of 62 pounds coming unassisted out of a great AOD daughter right from Hi-Views. This bull will not disappoint no matter if you have heifers or cows to cover!

**CONSIGNOR:** Woodland Farms

We are very proud to offer this great young purebred Shorthorn bull for sale. It is not very often you come across such a tremendous breeding piece to add pounds, style and hair to your calf crop. With an actual birthweight of 62 pounds coming unassisted out of a great AOD daughter right from Hi-Views. This bull will not disappoint no matter if you have heifers or cows to cover!

**CONSIGNOR:** Woodland Farms

He is a great bull. Deep dark red, plenty of thickness and bone and style to make a great herd bull. I feel he is better than the bull I sold last fall in the Great Lakes Round Up. His mother has a great udder and raises a good calf every year.

**CONSIGNOR:** Behnke’s Registered Herefords
Here is a 1/2 Simmy, 1/2 Angus commerical bull that is ready to go to work for you. He is one that will make some good replacement females and add that extra depth and dimension to your calf crop. He is at an age where he is able to got out and cover a group of cows without a problem. The picture is of him as a yearling.

**CONSIGNOR:** KVO Chiangus

---

**LOT 31**

**BULL**

CHARGER Commercial

SVF Steel Force

ZKCC Chopper 844U

Ms Meyer 31S1

Purebred Angus Dam

Here is a 1/2 Simmy, 1/2 Angus commerical bull that is ready to go to work for you. He is one that will make some good replacement females and add that extra depth and dimension to your calf crop. He is at an age where he is able to got out and cover a group of cows without a problem. The picture is of him as a yearling.

**CONSIGNOR:** KVO Chiangus

---

**LOT 30**

**BULL**

BHF 17Y BRUM 1 1303 Hereford Reg # P 43538679 September 14, 2013

TH 121LL 63N Tundra

TH 22R 16S Lambeau 17Y

TH 62N 3L Kelsey

Bar JZ Covenant

GG 960T Daisymae 134Y

GG 102M Miss Daisy

He is typical Lambeau bull. He has depth and thickness. He comes from a great blood line on both sides.

**CONSIGNOR:** Bramschreiber Hereford Farms

---

**ANGER’S ACRES LIMOUSIN**

**DON & GAY ANGER FAMILY**

**BREEDING LIMOUSIN CATTLE SINCE 1976**

935 WEST PINE RIVER ROAD

BRECKENRIDGE MI 48615

989-832-7596 HOME

989-600-2523 CELL
LOT 32

JDCC OPTIMUS PRIME 220B BULL
Simmental Reg # Pending February 20, 2013

SVF Steel Force
TJSC Optimus Prime 12W
SVF Sheza Beauty
GF Kadabra
LRSN 2 Good 2B True 103T
SDWL Miss 24P

This late February bull is made right he is super sound! He is out of a really good Purebred Maine cow with a super udder! We used him on all of our heifers last year and can’t wait to get his first calves on the ground!

CONSIGNOR: DeLong Cattle Company

LOT 33

CKK TIME BANDIT BULL
Hereford Reg # P 43391689 February 18, 2013

THM Durango
CRR About Time
CRR D03 Cassie
NPH ZB FPC Key Domino
KTK Laci
Star Spiridge Reba

CKK Time Bandit is an About Time son out of one of my best cows. He has lots of depth and thickness. We used him on all of our heifers last year and can’t wait to get his first calves on the ground!

CONSIGNOR: Kreh Farms

LOT 34

HOLLEYS CLINT EASTWOOD BULL
Maine Reg # 2010

Dirty Harry
Slick 50

Best kept secret in Northwest Ohio. This easy calving club bull has sired numerous high sellers and champion show calves. Maybe the easiest calving bull we have ever used. Safe to breed to heifers, with no throw aways. Every calf has been quiet, sound & sellable. This bull is sleek fronted, sound, big footed, bold sprung, easy fleshing, with a big square level hip. His consistency will enhance your profitable bottom line.

CONSIGNOR: Holley Land & Livestock
T J ISABELLA

Angus Reg # AAA17982402 June 2, 2014

TC Grid Topper
Werner Gridtopper 2549
BT Ranel 847P
B C Lookout 7024

T J Isabella 104
T J Isabella 510

1418 is a beautiful heifer! She is long sided, deep ribbed and is complete. She would make a nice show heifer for those summer classes. Her dam is a Look Out daughter that was a past State Fair Champion that has become a great cow.

CONSIGNOR: TJ Angus

FAITH

Maintainer Reg # 449715 May 18, 2014

Monopoly
LFCC Unstoppable
LFCC Lady K

KKK 2

This heifer has it all: great feet, sound and very soft made. She will work in any situation. She won her class at Michigan Winter Beef show and will make a great cow.

CONSIGNOR: Kittendorf Cattle Co.
LOT 38

PVCF MS MISTYS MARIA  COW
Chi  Reg # 372715  April 28, 2014

Heat Wave
Monopoly
WTF Ruth Medina
RDD Crown Royal
WCCF Royal Misty 392R
WCCF Misty

TH Free by test. Strong Chi-Angus background. All the parts and pieces. Will make an excellent show heifer and cow. 16.2% Chi-which is eligible for National shows.

CONSIGNOR: Pleasant View Farm

LOT 39

CAK STELLA  COW
Hereford  Reg # 43542566  April 25, 2014

Golden Oak Outcross
BH Solid Oak
BH Gold Star
NPH Key Domino
KTK Jezabell
KTK Gwenn

Stella is a moderate framed heifer with good markings. Her sire is a son of Golden Oak Outcross. Her dam goes back to CSF 073 Gunner F42. Stella would make a good replacement heifer or addition to any herd.

CONSIGNOR: Klink Farm

LOT 40

JBLG BKR MACY 445B  COW
Simmental  Reg # 2902362  April 20, 2014

SVF Steel Force
Mr Hog Broker
JM BF H25
3C Macho M450 BZ
PRTY FCC Mae Mae 730T
Moon 58

Pay attention to this outstanding brood cow prospect! This 3/4 Simmental heifer has a stacked pedigree and the phenotype to back it up. Backed by Broker who was the “triple crown” winning bull from 2012-2013 and 780T who is a whale of a donor cow out of the great 3C Macho. 445B has depth, dimension, and stoutness to burn! Mate her for purebreds or percentage offspring. The choice is yours!

CONSIGNOR: Slavik Show Cattle
What better colored calf to win than a really good RED one! This time of year it is hard to find a good show heifer but we saved this one just for you. This heifer has a bright future ahead in the show ring and then probably a brighter future in the pasture raising those really good colored up club calves. The breeding options on this fancy double clean (TH free / PHA free) Monopoly daughter are endless. This female has the pretty front end that ties into a soggy middle that every Judge loves. She is sound structured with plenty of bone and substance plus she's got lots of hair. She's tame and easy going so she will get along with just about anyone. Don't miss out on your chance to buy this young lady!

CONSIGNOR: Parks Show Cattle

Muir Cattle Company &
More Cow Bell Catering

Terry..............419-231-0738
Candace.....419-604-9832
Ali ................567-356-1669
Wilson 800 Feed The Dog

A.I. School
Maine Anjou
**LOT 43**

**FF ERICA 415**  
Angus  
Reg # AAA 17928619  
April 5, 2014  

SAV Final Answer  
MSU Final Four 920  
MSU Ruby of Tiffany  
WCC Exact T53  

**FF Miss Erica 1111**  
Mercer Erica M152  

415 is sired by MSU Final Four 920 and out of one of our best Exact daughters. She has exceeded my expectations for performance and phenotype. If you want a cow prospect that will be moderate framed, super fronted, big ribbed and powerfully constructed with bone and foot, then put an X next to this one!! EPD’s will be updated by sale day.

**CONSIGNOR: Fitzner Farm**

---

**LOT 44**

**BRH MS LADY 4125**  
Hereford  
Reg # P 43501306  
March 27, 2014  

NPH 20X Spartan  
BRH Big Time Sparton 002  
BRH Ms Brandy  
CRR About Time  

**BRH M Orchard Power Plant**  
BRH Ms Tasha  

She is long and has plenty of depth to her. She is a deep red heifer. She will make a good cow. She has small scurs but not long enough to cut off.

**CONSIGNOR: Behnkes Registered Herefords**

---

**LOT 45**

**DOUBLE D PIPER**  
Simmental  
Reg # 2865004  
March 19, 2014  

SVF Total Access  
Double D Totally Cool  
KKK Ms Real T218  
CNS Dream On  

**CC Faith C5S**  
CC Faith  

Double D Piper is a March heifer that puts a lot together. She has a unique combination of eye appeal, true performance and structure people dream about. Take that and bundle it up and stamp it with cow power. This heifer is one that can be bred to anything and have a great one. Her sire, Double D Totally Cool, is out of one of our donor cows and kept him to offer an outcross to Steel Force and Broker.

**CONSIGNOR: Double D Simmental**
CKK CHARLOTTE  
Hereford  
Reg # 43493179  
March 14, 2014  
NJW FHF 9710 Tank  
MSU Yosemite 4Y  
MSU WF Carla  
NPH Key Domino  
Cheryl  
KKK Macy  
Charlotte is a very fancy well marked heifer with double pigmented eyes. Look a little closer and see that she is very thick, with plenty of depth. She will make an excellent cow.  
CONSIGNOR: Kreh Farms

DOUBLE D TILLIE  
Simmental  
Reg # 2865007  
March 13, 2014  
SVF Total Access  
Double D Totally Cool  
KKK Ms Real T218  
KLS Mack 24/7  
Double D Libby  
Triple C Rewards Que  
Double D Tillie is a very unique one, not one from her look but from her pedigree. This March heifer gives you the freedom to breed to Broker, Steel Force, or Dream On to produce your next donor. Tillie is a huge ribbed, big bellied heifer that is phenomenal on the way that she gets out there and moves.  
CONSIGNOR: Double D Simmentals

CKK HARLEY  
Hereford  
Reg # P 43493185  
March 9, 2014  
NJW FHF 9710 Tank  
MSU Yosemite 4Y  
MSU WF Carla 12T  
CRR About Time  
CKK Caroline  
TJK Jeri  
She is very feminine, clean fronted heifer. She would be a great addition to your herd.  
CONSIGNOR: Kreh Farms
LOT 50

FF SIMPLY FOREVER 402  
Angus  Reg # AAA17928614  February 27, 2014

SAV Bismarck
SAV Brilliance 8077
SAV 16107774
BC Marathon 7022
FF Simply Forever 908
D&F Simply Forever

402 will simply make a great cow! She is sired by Brilliance and out of a Marathon by Midland daughter that has been a top producer in our herd. This Forever Lady is feminine, long bodied and really sound made with a great disposition. It is really difficult to have a performance Angus female with a positive $EN, which illustrates the fee efficiency trait we have been maintaining in much of our cow herd!

CONSIGNOR: Fitzner Farm

LOT 51

COW
Simmental  Reg # Pending  February 20, 2014
Sugar Rush
Pathfinder

Angus Dam
This percentage Simmental heifer is out of our keeper pen. She is big, stout and a well made female.

CONSIGNOR: MCC Show Cattle
LOT 52

PEGGY
Commercial
January 20, 2014

Bodacious
Angus Commerical Cow

You get the best of both worlds with Peggy. The hair and muscle from Bodacious and all the maternal features from her Angus momma. She is a sound, functional, pretty fronted heifer that will work in anyone’s breeding program.

CONSIGNOR: Amanda Liffiton

LOT 53

PVCF MS SAPPHIRE
Chi
Reg # 368007
May 5, 2013

Hoo Doo
CLNG Alias
CLNG 200
VKR I-DA-PLAYA
PVCF Ms Teanna
PDCA Ms Impulse

Miss Sapphire is a 12.13% Chi. She is bred to Direct Whiskey and due 3-15-15 Alias on one side and Chi Angus on the other. Maternal all the way through. TH free pedigree.

CONSIGNOR: Pleasant View Farm

LOT 54

CKF MONOPOLY 731A
Commercial
April 18, 2013

Heat Wave
Monopoly
WTF Ruth Medina
Payoff
CKF 731
Occ Lonetree

Our other Monopoly out of the pretty 731 cow. Although she is unregistered, she carries a lot of the same genetics as our registered heifers. Big bodied, broody, with that Monopoly look. This heifer’s maternal brother is the sire of several of our replacement heifers and is currently the herd sire for Hollon Farms. Make club calves or retain her calf and build your seedstock operation. AI bred to GVF Hawkeye on 7-4-14. Pasture exposed to GVC Jackhammer (Jazmyn x Settler) on 7-9-14. Pregnancy checked safe on 12-4-2014.

CONSIGNOR: Clay Knoll Farms
Heat Wave

Monopoly
WTF Ruth Medina
Strictly Business

CKF 19S
JMP Hulk
Performance on the dam side with Monopoly on the top. Volume and capacity in an eye appealing package. We used 5 straws of Monopoly to see how it would work. We received 2 heifers (both in the sale). Look for yourself, but we believe it worked well. This is the registered version of our Monopoly's. At bred to GVC Hawkeye on 6-22-14. Pasture exposed to GVC Jackhammer (Jaxmyn x Settler) on 7-9-14. Pregnancy checked safe on 12-4-2014.

CONSIGNOR: Clay Knoll Farms

LOT 55
CKF 19A COW
Mainetainer
Reg # 443455
April 18, 2013

LOT 56
COW
Commercial
Tiger Woods
Commercial Dam
Due 3-7-15. Bred to Direct Whiskey for calving ease. Will make a great cow.

CONSIGNOR: Pleasant View Farm

LOT 57
MISS BODACIOUS COW
Commercial
March 1, 2013

Bodacious
Commerical Dam
This broody heifer is bred to Direct Whiskey and due 4-23-15. A good addition to any herd.

CONSIGNOR: Pleasant View Farm
CHOICE LOT EMBRYOS

1. Predator Donor by I-80
2. Irish Whiskey donor by Unstoppable
3. Irish Whiskey donor pick of Monopoly, Maverick, Wisdom or Unstoppable
4. Sooner Lucky Lady Donor by I-80

We will be offering four Number 1 eggs per package and guarantee one pregnancy put in by a certified technician.

CONSIGNOR: MCC Show Cattle

LOT 58

TJ CAK LADY ELLE Z45 COW
Hereford Reg # P 43386932 November 5, 2012
Grandview 7 Oaks Sonora
HPH 145R Sonic 3U
NPH Ms Bogart
Church View Heads Up
Church View 311S Lady 522U
Church View Milkmaid

Ellie is an easy keeper, sure footed, well broke bred heifer. Her sire is a Grandview 7 Oaks Sonora 145R son. Elle is pasture exposed to TJ CAK Yankee Lad, a son of Churchill Yankee and his dam is a daughter of Star TRF Battle Chief 356P. Exposed June 30th through August 9th, September 8th through January 2nd exposed to BH Solid Oak 02Y ET son of Golden Oak Outcross. Elle will be vet checked and confirmed bred before the sale.

CONSIGNOR: Klink Farm

LOT 59

CHOICE LOT EMBRYOS

1. Dam of Lot 60

LOT 60

Miss Money is the young new addition to our donor battery at Parks Show Cattle. She was no stranger to the winner's circle as she was Supreme Overall Heifer at the 2011 Michigan Winter Classic. Her first calf to I-80 made it a no brainer for her first flush when she sold at the National Western (Denver) for $4800. Everyone knows what the Heat Wave x Who Made Who combinations have done. Imagine what this Monopoly x Who Made Who combination will do. Don't miss out this limited opportunity to purchase a package of three embryos on this up and coming donor! We will guarantee one pregnancy when transferred by a certified embryologist.

CONSIGNOR: Parks Show Cattle
1 PACKAGE OF 3 EMBRYOS EMBRYOS

1 Dam Cunia daughter
Sire   Man Among Boys

No guess work here, this Cunia daughter is a feature donor in our program and descends from the great Juanada H832 cow. Great cow + Great bull = Success! Imagine the potential with one of the hottest sires in the industry, Man Among Boys. Buy with confidence. Seller will guarantee one pregnancy per three embryos transferred if done by a Certified Embryologist.

CONSIGNOR: High Pointe Genetics

Beefalo is an inter-species hybrid of American Bison and bovine. Full-blood Beefalo are exactly 3/8 bison and 5/8 bovine. Beefalo must have a minimum of 17% bison.

American Beefalo Association will have a Show and Sale at the Kentucky Farm Bureau Beef Expo

**Beefalo Show**
*Friday, March 6th, 2:30 pm*

**Beefalo Sale**
*Saturday, March 7th, 9:30am*

Beefalo Breeders that want more info email officemanager@AmericanBeefalo.org